The Pure Distance Law predicts grouping by proximity in dot lattices that can be organised in four ways by grouping dots along parallel lines. It specifies a quantitative relationship between the relative probability of perceiving an organisation and the relative distance between the grouped dots. The current study was set up to investigate whether this principle holds both for centrally and for eccentrically displayed dot lattices. To this end, dot lattices were displayed either in central vision, or to the right of fixation with their closest border at 3°or 15°. We found that the Pure Distance Law adequately predicted grouping of centrally displayed dot lattices but did not capture the eccentric data well, even when the eccentric dot lattices were scaled. Specifically, a better fit was obtained when we included the possibility in the model that in some trials participants could not report an organisation and consequently responded randomly. A plausible interpretation for the occurrence of random responses in the eccentric conditions is that under these circumstances an attention shift is required from the locus of fixation towards the dot lattice, which occasionally fails to take place. When grouping could be reported, scale and eccentricity appeared to interact. The effect of the relative interdot distances on the perceptual organisation of the dot lattices was estimated to be stronger in peripheral vision than in central vision at the two largest scales, but this difference disappeared when the smallest scale was applied.
Introduction
The legacy of early Gestalt psychologists remains of considerable value to vision scientists and visual neuroscientists today (Rock & Palmer, 1990; Spillmann, 1999; Westheimer, 1999) . One particularly important Gestalt contribution is the definition of grouping principles governing perceptual organisation. A group of researchers has taken up the challenge of specifying these principles quantitatively so that concrete predictions can be derived from them (e.g., Kubovy, Holcombe, & Wagemans, 1998; Quinlan & Wilton, 1998) . Among these principles, the 'Pure Distance Law' (Claessens & Wagemans, 2005; Kubovy & Wagemans, 1995; Kubovy et al., 1998) has been proposed as an objective quantification of the Gestalt law of proximity, which states that units that are close together tend to be grouped together. The model has been shown to predict grouping by proximity in dot lattices, a class of multistable dot lattices that can be organised in four ways (a, b, c and d; see Fig. 1A and B) as a collection of parallel lines (Kubovy, 1994) .
Central to the model description of the Pure Distance Law is the assumption that the probability of making a particular organisation depends purely on the distance between the dots that are grouped together (|v|) relative to the shortest possible interdot distance (|a|) in the dot lattice. The exact function is given in Eq. (1). The model parameter a expresses the strength of this relationship. The higher this value, the more grouping will depend on the relative interdot distance. Note that in this equation and throughout the article an organisation is indicated by a boldface letter (e.g., a) and the corresponding interdot distance is indicated by the | | markers (e.g., |a|). 
It is assumed that the four possible organisations of the dot lattices (a, b, c and d) are exhaustive and mutually exclusive, which is expressed in the following equation:
pðaÞ þ pðbÞ þ pðcÞ þ pðdÞ ¼ 1
From Eqs. (1) and (3), we can derive the predicted probabilities for each organisation: 
À1
The Pure Distance Law has been tested and confirmed for large dot lattices (aperture radius of 12.6°) shown centrally. This means that both central and peripheral information was available. In the current study we examined grouping of dot lattices either shown centrally or at eccentric locations. We investigated whether the model still holds in the latter conditions in which only peripheral information is available. Peripheral visual input is undersampled and underrepresented relative to central vision, due to anatomical differences already apparent at the retinal level and continuing up the visual pathways (Wilson, Levi, Maffei, Rovamo, & Kubovy et al., 1998) . DeValois, 1990) . Given the underrepresentation of peripheral vision, one might expect visual performance to be degraded for peripheral stimuli. However, this appears to depend on the visual function under scrutiny and the properties of the displayed stimuli. In the literature, at least three categories of visual functions can be distinguished based on how peripheral performance compares to central performance (Anstis, 1998; Poirier & Gurnsey, 2005) : (1) visual functions that are degraded in the periphery but for which peripheral performance can be brought to the level of central vision by applying a single scaling factor to the stimuli, for example, contrast sensitivity and Vernier acuity (Kelly, 1984; Levi, Klein, & Aitsebaomo, 1985) ; (2) visual functions that are also degraded in the periphery, but cannot be brought to the level of central vision by onedimensional scaling, e.g., curved contour integration (Hess & Dakin, 1999; Nugent, Keswani, Woods, & Peli, 2003) and classification learning (Jüttner & Rentschler, 2000) ; and (3) visual functions that improve when stimuli are shown at a location away from fixation, e.g., segmentation of certain types of textures (Morikawa, 2000) . To our knowledge, grouping by proximity has not been compared between central and peripheral vision, as we have done in the present study. It is important to note that the outcome of applying the Pure Distance Law to dot lattice grouping at different eccentricities cannot be framed in terms of inferiority or superiority of eccentric vision as in the previous paragraph. This is because there is no right or wrong answer when grouping the dot lattices. Rather, the purpose of this study is to specify whether the Pure Distance Law holds for grouping by proximity of eccentrically displayed dot lattices and, if it does, whether the dependency on distance ratios described by it (i.e., a), is equally strong in central and eccentric vision. Poor model fit could indicate that the dot lattices need to be scaled in eccentric vision to achieve grouping behaviour that is comparable to that in central vision. This would imply that not only relative but also absolute interdot distances have to be taken into account in a comprehensive explanation of dot lattice organisation. If the poor model fit is not remedied by scaling, however, it would be indicative of a difference between the processes underlying grouping of the dot lattices in central versus eccentric vision. In this case, the model would have to be modified or replaced. If the model does fit the data, but the results suggest larger or smaller a values at more eccentric dot lattice positions, then grouping by proximity would either be more or less influenced by a change in distance ratios in eccentric vision than in central vision.
Aside from our main focus on the tenability of the Pure Distance Law across multiple eccentricities, two additional issues were addressed that are relevant to the model under investigation. First, in order to display the lattices within confined eccentric regions, dot lattices were shown through a smaller aperture than in previous dot lattice experiments (Kubovy & Wagemans, 1995; Kubovy et al., 1998) . Therefore, we needed to verify whether this reduction of aperture size did not significantly affect how participants grouped the display. The Pure Distance model does not contain specific predictions about the role of aperture size (Kubovy et al., 1998) . However, reduction of aperture size might cause local factors to gain importance that would otherwise be irrelevant (e.g., the position of the dots at the border of the aperture). Second, the original Pure Distance model assumes that what participants perceive is only influenced by the relative interdot distances and that what participants say they perceived accurately reflects what they saw. These assumptions are violated when, respectively, perceptual bias or response bias is present. To examine perceptual bias, we tested whether participants were more inclined to perceive an organisation along a specific orientation. For instance, participants might perceive the dot lattices more easily as oriented horizontally or vertically, regardless of the lattice structure. To examine response bias, we tested whether participants preferred certain response option positions over others when selecting them in the response display.
General method

Participants
In total, 7 volunteers (3 women and 4 men, between 25 and 46 years old [mean: 29.4 years]) gave their informed consent to take part in this study. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus
All stimuli in the current study were rectangular dot lattices, consisting of white dots in a grey, circular aperture. In these lattices, the distance vectors indicating the a-and b-organisation are orthogonal to each other (c = 90°) and the corresponding interdot distances, |a| and |b|, are shorter than |c| and |d|. We manipulated the |b|/|a| ratios: 1, 1.08, 1.17 and 1.26 (i.e., aspect ratios). This causes the |c|/|a| and |d|/|a| ratios to change accordingly; the corresponding values were 1.41, 1.47, 1.54 and 1.61.
Stimuli were displayed at a viewing distance of 40 cm with a spatial resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 85 Hz. The luminance contrast of the white dots on the grey aperture was approximately 90%
i:e:;
L dots ÀLaperture L dots þLaperture . Both stimulus display and response registration were handled by an Intel Pentium 4. Right eye movements were registered with the SR Research Eyelink II head-mounted eye tracker at a sampling rate of 500 Hz (pupil-only) and with gaze position error smaller than 0.5°. This enabled fixation control and eye movement controlled response selection. Head movement was restricted by a chin-rest.
Procedure
A schematic overview of a single trial is available in Fig. 2 . Participants were instructed to fix their gaze on a dot centred on the screen and then initiate the trial by pressing the space bar. A dot lattice was then shown centrally or at a specific eccentricity for 300 ms (see Section 2.4 for details concerning the presentation conditions). During stimulus presentation, a red fixation dot was visible on the screen. If the participant lost fixation (i.e., his or her gaze moved outside a central rectangle of 1°by 1°) while the lattice was shown, the trial was skipped and repeated once at the end of the session. Trials that were skipped a second time were classified as 'never completed'. After the dot lattice disappeared, a response screen was displayed with four options corresponding to the four alternative organisations of the dot lattice. Each organisation was represented by a line indicating its orientation within a small aperture. The positions of the response options were randomly chosen from four fixed positions (left, right, top and bottom) to control for response bias. Participants selected a response option by looking at it. Using the eye tracker signal, the fixated option was then highlighted automatically and participants confirmed the selection by pressing a button.
The orientation of the organisation corresponding to the shortest interdot distance was varied; the counter-clockwise angle of the a-vector relative to the horizontal line was either 10°, 40°, 70°, 100°, 130°or 160°(each occurring equally frequently). This way, orientation bias could be assessed. In the extreme case of participants exhibiting an orientation bias to such a degree that they always opted for an organisation close to the preferred orientation, fitting the Pure Distance Law would rightly reveal that there was no relationship between the perceived organisation and the relative interdot distances (i.e., a would be zero).
The experimental design was within-subject and trials were blocked per presentation condition to facilitate optimal attention allocation towards the dot lattice. Two experiments were carried out. Participants completed four blocks in four sessions in each of these experiments and block order was varied across subjects [in total 1440 trials = 4 (presentation conditions = sessions) · 4 (aspect ratios) · 6 (orientations) · 15 (repetitions)]. The first experiment was initiated with a brief practice session with dot lattices different from the ones used in this experiment to familiarise participants with the procedure. Each block was preceded by a calibration phase and interrupted for a short break in the middle after which calibration was repeated. Small deviations from initial calibration (e.g., because of headset slippage) were corrected for during the session, as drift correction was performed at the start of each trial.
Experiments 1 and 2
Two experiments were conducted with the same group of participants. In Experiment 1, we used unscaled stimuli: we kept |a| fixed at 27 pixels (1.5°) and varied |b| (and thereby also |c| and |d|, which can be derived using Pythagoras' theorem: ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi jaj 2 þ jbj 2 q ). We chose |b| so that |b i+1 |/|b i | was fixed. Dot radius was set to 2 pixels (0.11°). Dot lattices had an aperture radius of 6°and appeared at one of three positions: centred on fixation or to the right of fixation with the closest edge of the aperture either at 3°or 15°eccentricity (centre positions at 9°and 20.5°). An additional central presentation condition was included with an aperture radius of 12.6°. This radius was used in previous dot lattice experiments (Kubovy & Wagemans, 1995; Kubovy et al., 1998) and it was added to examine the effect of reducing aperture size. Thus, there were four presentation conditions (0°l arge-0°small-3°small-15°small). Stimuli in Experiment 1 were displayed on a Sony Trinitron GDM-F520 21 0 (40 · 30 cm viewable area) monitor with L dots = 74 cd/m 2 and L aperture = 3.82 cd/m 2 . As will be discussed in more detail below, the fit of the Pure Distance model to the data for the eccentric conditions was poor. To determine whether this could be explained by a lack of stimulus scaling, we conducted a second experiment. In Experiment 2, the shortest interdot distance, |a|, was changed to be either half or twice the shortest interdot distance used in Experiment 1. The original relative interdot distances were maintained. Aperture radius (i.e., the radius of the small aperture) and dot size were scaled accordingly so that the number of visible dots was held constant. Dot lattices were positioned either centrally or at 15°. This yielded again four presentation conditions (0°half-0°double-15°half-15°double). Stimuli in Experiment 2 were displayed on an Iiyama 
Data analysis
For model fitting, the data of the seven participants were pooled. The Pure Distance Law and extended versions of it were fitted to the data via maximum likelihood estimation of their parameters. The main model parameter to be estimated was a, which indicates, as explained previously, the extent to which the perceived organisation depended on the corresponding relative interdot distance. The relative fit of the models was evaluated using the likelihood ratio statistic which compares the likelihood of the data given a base model with how likely the data are given an extended version of that model (LR = 2(L extended model À L base model ), degrees of freedom: df = df extended model À df base model ).
Goodness-of-fit tests were based on the Pearson chi-square statistic (Chisq):
Until fixation
Lattice 300 ms Response screen in which n is the total number of trial types (i.e., the number of combinations of the experimental factors), Y iv is the number of times an organisation v was chosen for trial type i, m i is the number of observations for trial type i, p i (v) is the predicted probability of perceiving organisation v in that type of trial, k is the number of possible organisations (i.e., 4) and finally q is the number of parameters to be estimated in the model. In addition to fitting the Pure Distance model to the data, we applied an analysis of variance to the proportion of skipped and never completed trials. We also addressed potential intra-individual biases by performing chi-square tests on the distribution of responses across response option positions and across orientations of the a-and b-vector in the lattices. For all analyses, the critical p-value was set at .05.
Results
3.1. Central and eccentric dot lattice grouping: Fitting the Pure Distance Law 3.1.1. Response distributions per presentation condition
In Fig. 3A -D we present the raw data of Experiment 1: the percentages of trials in which each possible organisation was chosen, along with the percentage of trials that were never completed. The data are plotted against the ratio of the second shortest and the shortest interdot distance (distance ratio |b|/|a|). Recall that when |b|/|a| increases, |c|/|a| and |d|/|a| also increase accordingly. Each graph corresponds with a particular presentation condition: 0°large, 0°small, 3°small, 15°small.
First, some general observations can be made. When |b|/ |a| was equal to 1, organisations a and b were chosen about equally often. When the distance ratio |b|/|a| increased, participants were more likely to choose the organisation that corresponds to the shortest interdot distance (organisation a). At the same time, observers became less likely to choose the organisation that corresponds with the second shortest interdot distance (organisation b). While both a-and b-responses were prevalent throughout the experiment, organisations c and d were rarely chosen. These findings are consistent with the Pure Distance Law that states that the relative interdot distances determine grouping.
Comparing the raw data across the different graphs, we find that, in the eccentric conditions, the divergence of a-and b-responses as a function of distance ratio was greater than in the central conditions, particularly in the 15°condi-tion. This seems to indicate that for the eccentric lattices, observers are highly sensitive to the structure of the lattice in terms of the relative distances between the dots. At the same time, however, the c-and d-responses appeared to be distance-independent and were somewhat more frequent in the far eccentric condition than in the central conditions. This suggests the development of two qualitatively different response populations in the far eccentric condition. Finally, we observe that participants had more difficulty maintaining fixation when the dot lattices were placed eccentrically, as evidenced by higher percentages of never completed trials. These difficulties were most pronounced in the 3°eccentricity condition.
Modelling grouping of centrally displayed dot lattices
The Pure Distance Law was first fitted to the grouping data for the centrally displayed lattices, both for large and for small apertures, to investigate whether grouping under these viewing conditions was adequately modelled by the Pure Distance Law. Furthermore, to test whether the reduction of aperture size significantly influenced grouping behaviour, the main model parameter, a, was either held fixed (model FIX) or was allowed to vary between aperture sizes (model VAR). The predictive validity of these two models was then compared.
Our analyses confirm that the Pure Distance Law provides a significant contribution to the prediction of the probabilities for choosing each organisation, both in case of FIX, LR(df = 1) = 4633, p < .0001 and in case of VAR, LR(df = 2) = 4635, p < .0001.
1 On the whole, participants' grouping behaviour was modelled quite well by the Pure Distance Law. The Pearson chi-square goodness-of-fit tests indicate an excellent fit for the large dot lattices, Chisq(df = 11) = 4.00, p = .9700.
2 However, predictions were less accurate when the dot lattices were small, Chisq(df = 11) = 30.10, p = .0015.
The degree to which grouping was influenced by changes of the distance ratios did not differ significantly between the two aperture conditions, LR(df = 1) = 1.58, p = .2087. FIX estimated a to be 5.2. VAR estimated a to be 5.1 and 5.3, respectively, for the large and small apertures. Thus, despite the poorer fit in the small aperture condition, similar estimates of a were obtained for both aperture sizes. Therefore, the data were pooled across the two central conditions, before proceeding to model and compare performance at the different dot lattice positions (central, 3°and 15°).
Modelling grouping of dot lattices at different visual positions without scaling
After pooling the data for the large and small centrally displayed dot lattices, we fitted the Pure Distance Law to the data at the three possible dot lattice positions (central, 3°and 15°). Again, a was either held fixed (Model FIX) or could vary (Model VAR), but now between dot lattice positions. It was first investigated whether these model versions yielded an adequate prediction of the participants' choices at the different dot lattice positions (central, 3°or 15°) .
Both FIX and VAR significantly predicted the probabilities of choosing each organisation, respectively, LR(df = 1) = 8406, p < .0001 and LR(df = 3) = 8537, p < .0001. The quality of the model fit depended on the position at which the dot lattice was displayed. While the data in the central condition were fitted well by both models, model fit was relatively poor in the eccentric conditions, particularly in the 15°condition (see Table 1 for fit statistics). This is illustrated in Fig. 4A -C. These graphs show the observed logits and the logits predicted by the models for perceiving the b-organisation at each of the three dot lattice positions. These figures show that the predictions of the Pure Distance Law deviate from the observed data. Specifically, for eccentric lattices and especially in the 15°condition, the probability of perceiving the b-organisation decreases much more rapidly as a function of aspect ratio than the Pure Distance Law predicts, as can be seen from the fact that observed blogits lie well below the lines predicted by FIX and VAR. Furthermore, this decrease is clearly non-linear.
Despite the relatively poor fit in the eccentric conditions both for FIX and VAR, the data were better accounted for when a was allowed to vary across the different dot lattice positions, LR(df = 2) = 130.65, p < .0001. a estimates obtained with VAR for the central, 3°and 15°condition were, respectively: 5.2, 5.8 and 3.8 (FIX yielded an a estimate of 4.9) . In view of the poor model fit for the eccentric conditions, it seems unwise, however, to interpret the eccentric a estimates as a reliable indication that dot grouping is less dependent on the relative interdot distances in the most eccentric condition.
The Pure Distance Law does not assign any specific importance to absolute interdot distances. That is why we kept the absolute interdot distances constant across all dot lattice positions in Experiment 1. However, this factor may nevertheless have contributed to the observed central-eccentric difference. Consequently, scaling the dot lattices appropriately at eccentric locations may cause eccentric grouping to become similar to grouping of the centrally displayed dot lattices. In Experiment 2, we therefore either halved or Fig. 5A-D. Visual inspection of the data shows four main results. First, fewer trials were lost in Experiment 2, which is likely to be due to the participants' experience with the procedure. Second, when comparing the results of the central conditions (0°double and 0°half) with the central data at the original scale (i.e., 0°s mall, see Fig. 3B ), it becomes apparent that varying the distance ratios had a smaller effect on the response distribution in the 0°half condition. However, doubling the interdot distances led to results that resemble the central data at the original scale. Comparing the results of the peripheral conditions (15°double and 15°half) with the original 15°c ondition (see Fig. 3D ), we observe a similar pattern: the strong divergence of a-and b-responses found for the original scale is far less pronounced in the 15°half condition, while it is clearly present in the 15°double condition. Third, moving the dot lattices to the periphery produced a stronger divergence between the percentages of a-and b-responses at each scale. Finally, comparing the 15°dou-ble condition with the 0°small condition of Experiment 1 reveals that a central-peripheral difference is still present, even when the eccentric dot lattices are doubled in size. Specifically, the peripheral lattices still elicited more cand d-responses and the ratios of b-to a-responses still developed more quickly as a function of distance ratio. When the eccentric dot lattices are halved in size, however, the only apparent difference with the 0°small condition is the larger number of c-and d-responses.
Modelling grouping of dot lattices at different visual positions
After inspecting the data, we examined analytically whether applying one of the chosen scaling values to the eccentric dot lattices led to peripheral grouping behaviour that resembled central grouping behaviour at the original scale (i.e., 0°small condition). To this end, we took the following steps, which are comparable to the analytic steps taken in Experiment 1. First, we fitted the Pure Distance Law to the 0°small condition of Experiment 1 and a specific 15°eccentricity condition while holding a fixed across these two conditions (model FIX). This was done three times, each time with a different scale for the eccentric condition (i.e., double, half or original; FIX DOUBLE, FIX HALF, FIX ORIGINAL). We then repeated the fitting procedure, but now allowing separate a estimates for each presentation condition under scrutiny (model VAR). After doing so, we evaluated for the three pairs, each containing the central condition of Experiment 1 and a 15°peripheral condition, whether predictions were significantly improved when a was allowed to vary across these two conditions.
FIX ORIGINAL yielded an a estimate of 4.5, while FIX DOUBLE and FIX HALF yielded estimates of 4.7 and 4.6, respectively. From VAR we obtained an a estimate 5.3 for the central condition at the original scale and a estimates of 3.8, 4.2 and 4.1 for, respectively, the original, double and half 15°conditions. Fit values for both models can be found in Table 2 . Judging by the small p-values, scaling the eccentric stimuli does not lead to a good model fit for either of the two models. Nevertheless, the data are accommodated significantly better by VAR for the three pairs of conditions 39, p < .0001; half: LR(df = 1) = 45, p < .0001]. Due to the poor model fit, again, caution is warranted when trying to interpret the a estimates. However, we can conclude that a difference between central and peripheral data remains present for the scaling factors we used.
Explaining the central-eccentric difference: Random responses
Apparently, the scaling does not eliminate the centralperipheral difference we observed in Experiment 1. Within each scale, eccentric grouping exhibits a stronger effect of the distance ratios in the dot lattice as expressed by an overall stronger decrease of b-responses as a function of distance ratio. At the same time, observers show a stronger tendency in the periphery to give c-and d-responses, indicative of grouping that is less dependent on relative distances. Together, these observations seem to suggest the existence of two separate response populations. We therefore hypothesized that the eccentric data may be better captured by a modified version of the Pure Distance Law: Model MOD.
Specifically, in MOD, the possibility was implemented that participants may not be able to make an explicit grouping judgment on a number of trials and, in that case, respond randomly ('random'). In the remaining trials, the dot lattices are assumed to be grouped according to the Pure Distance model ('PureDist'). Thus, there are two circumstances in which organisation v is assumed to be selected as a response, seeing v and selecting v by chance, and the final probability of choosing v is the sum of the probabilities of these two events. Suppose R j indicates the probability of making a random response at dot lattice position j (thus: 0 6 R j 6 1). We can then derive mathematically which probabilities are to be expected for each organisation at that position: For clarification, according to Eq. (4), MOD assumes there are two groups of completed trials, each with a specific response distribution. One group contains those trials in which participants could not report an organisation and selected a response randomly. This proportion of trials is predicted by R j , and the response distribution corresponding with this group is uniform: the four possible responses are predicted to be given equally often (i.e., with a probability of 0.25). The other group contains those trials in which an organisation could be reported. This proportion of trials is represented in the model by 1 À R j . The associated response distribution is assumed to be predicted by the Pure Distance Law.
Note that by allowing R j to differ from zero, a non-linear relationship becomes possible between the logits and the corresponding distance ratios. As noted earlier, failure of the previous models in the eccentric conditions was partly due to non-linearity in the data.
MOD was first applied to the data of Experiment 1 and maximum likelihood estimates were obtained of a j and R j per dot lattice position. MOD significantly contributed to the prediction of the probabilities for each organisation, LR(df = 6) = 8758, p < .0001. Logits predicted by the model for perceiving the b-organisation are plotted in Fig. 4A -C alongside the predictions of the previous models. MOD fits the data better than the model in which a could also vary across dot lattice positions but in which R j is assumed to be zero (i.e., VAR in Section 3.1.3). This is confirmed by the likelihood ratio test, LR(df = 3) = 221, p < .0001. The lower Pearson chi-square statistics are in line with the improved fit Table 3 (Table 1 ). The graphs illustrate that model fit is markedly improved in the 15°condition, in which logit(b) is captured better. Improvements were also observed in the 3°condition, resulting in an acceptable model fit.
Given the improved fit, it becomes of interest to consider the parameter estimates and their implications. The estimate of a and the estimate of the proportion of random response trials both increase when the dot lattices are positioned more eccentrically, which can be seen in Table 4 . Note, that the confidence intervals of these estimates for each dot lattice position do not overlap, although the confidence interval for the estimate of a is relatively broad at the largest eccentricity. Apparently, participants tend to give random responses more often as lattices are placed further in eccentric vision. However, when they are able to report a perceived organisation, it is influenced more strongly by the distance ratios in the dot lattice. This explains why in the raw data in Fig. 3 , a-responses are still frequent in the 15°condition even though a greater percentage of random response trials in this condition would seem to imply that c-and d-responses should become more likely, while both b-and a-responses should become less likely. However, according to our model, moving the dot lattices to the periphery does not only lead to an increase in the proportion of random responses (expressed by R), but also to an increase in the degree to which response probabilities depend on the relative distance ratios (expressed by a) for those trials in which an organisation could effectively be reported. It is the combination of these two changes that shapes the final response distribution.
We continued our analyses by fitting a version of MOD to the scaled conditions of Experiment 2. Our primary goal was now to investigate whether it was still useful to take up parameter R j in the model once the peripheral stimuli were scaled. This requires a comparison of VAR and MOD, applied to the pairs of conditions described in Section 3.2.2. MOD fits the data better for all pairs of conditions [original: LR(2) = 201, p < .0001; double: LR(2) = 99, p < .0001; half: LR(2) = 10, p = .0061]. Fit values can be inspected in Table 5 . The outcome of the above model comparison implies that even when the eccentric dot lattices are scaled, the data are accommodated significantly better by assuming that participants randomly selected a response in some trials during the eccentric grouping task.
In Table 6 , MOD estimates and confidence intervals are presented for all scaled conditions. These estimates, together with those from Table 4 , enable us to compare the estimates for each of the scaled eccentric conditions with those for the 0°small condition of Experiment 1. According to the estimates, observers made random responses in each of the 15°conditions, while they did not in the 0°small condition. The relationship between the distance ratios and the response probabilities was stronger for the 'doubled' eccentric dot lattices than for the small central dot lattices. When the absolute interdot distances were halved, however, this relationship was estimated to be equally strong in central and peripheral vision. The estimates in Tables 4 and 6 also make it possible to evaluate the effect of dot lattice position, while keeping scale (and aperture radius) constant and vice versa. First, moving the dot lattice to the periphery leads to an estimated proportion of random responses different from zero at each scale. It increases the estimate of a in case of the original and the doubled scale, but does not have a significant effect on this parameter in case of the halved scale. Second, when keeping dot lattice position constant, we can conclude that scaling of the central dot lattices does not affect the proportion of trials in which random responses were made; this proportion is still estimated to be 0. It does have a small but significant effect on a; this estimate is significantly higher in the 0°double condition than in the 0°half condition. Scaling the eccentric dot lattices changes both estimates of R and a.
We can conclude that both dot lattice eccentricity and scale can influence the degree to which grouping behaviour depends on the relative interdot distance (a) and the proportion of random response trials (R). Furthermore, these factors interact in doing so.
Additional controls
In the following sections, three additional issues are addressed. We evaluated whether the proportions of skipped and never completed trials were comparable across conditions, we investigated whether participants were inclined to perceive certain orientations more often, and we tested whether they exhibited a preference for a specific response option in the response screen. The reported analyses pertain to the data of Experiment 1.
Skipped and never completed trials
To assess the relative reliability of the parameters estimated for central and peripheral dot lattices under the Pure Distance model, a repeated-measures ANOVA was applied to the percentage of skipped trials. Position, as well as aspect ratio and orientation of the a-vector of the dot lattices were entered as explanatory variables, but neither significant main nor interaction effects were observed. The same ANOVA was performed on the percentage of trials that were never completed (i.e., skipped twice), and again the position of the dot lattice had no effect: while subjects found it hardest to maintain fixation when the lattice was in the near periphery (8.6% uncompleted trials in the 3°c ondition), the percentage of uncompleted trials in this condition was not significantly higher than in the central (2%) or the 15°condition (5.7%).
Orientation bias
Participants in this study could be influenced by orientation bias, hence the control of showing dot lattices in different orientations. To find out whether such a bias was actually present, we selected those trials in which participants responded that they had perceived either organisation 'a' or 'b', and we determined the orientation of the distance vector corresponding to that organisation. A lack of orientation bias would be expressed by the fact that each Additionally, the estimates for the 0°small condition are included. Table 5 Pearson chi-square goodness-of-fit tests for MOD as applied to the three pairs of conditions (0°small and 15°double; 0°small and 15°half; 0°s mall and 15°small) to evaluate the role of scale in the central-peripheral difference of the possible orientations (10-160°by steps of 30°) was chosen an equal number of times.
Chi-square tests demonstrate the presence of orientation bias among participants (Table 7) . When the dot lattices were displayed centrally, all participants were subject to orientation bias, showing an overall preference for the vertical orientation. However, as can be seen in Table 7 , the amount of orientation bias differed across dot lattice positions. For eccentrically displayed dot lattices, orientation bias was less strong and in some cases even absent. This tendency for a reduced orientation bias for more eccentric dot lattices was statistically confirmed by chi-square tests for the independence of dot lattice position and orientation bias (Table 8) .
From these data we can conclude that the chosen organisation is not determined by lattice structure alone. There is orientation bias present and this coincides with a reduced sensitivity to a change in aspect ratio (i.e., a lower a value), given that the orientation of each organisation is varied across the entire possible range.
Response bias
We evaluated whether participants had a preference for choosing a response option at a specific position (either top, bottom, left or right position). For instance, in the eccentric conditions a preference might exist for the response option at the right side as the stimulus was also placed to the right of fixation. Therefore, we performed chi-square tests for each participant to check whether all response options were selected an equal number of times, both for centrally and eccentrically placed dot lattices.
When the dot lattices were placed centrally, responses were distributed approximately uniformly across the different response option positions for each participant. For the 3°dot lattices, a similar pattern emerged. Two participants did show some bias, albeit not significantly. When the dot lattices were shown at 15°, there was only one participant for whom the frequency variation across response option positions was significantly large; Chisq(df = 3) = 48.17, p < .0001. This participant indeed tended to select the right response option more often. Such a response preference is associated with a lower a value.
Discussion
The Pure Distance Law was previously shown to successfully predict grouping by proximity of centrally displayed dot lattices. In the current study, its predictive validity was evaluated at three different locations in the visual field. We investigated whether grouping by proximity of dot lattices shown at eccentric locations was different, quantitatively or qualitatively, from grouping of centrally displayed lattices. Specifically, rectangular dot lattices were shown centrally, or to the right of fixation with the closest border at 3°or at 15°eccentricity. The aspect ratio of the dot lattices (i.e., ratio of the second shortest to the shortest interdot distance) was varied and we registered its effect on participants' grouping behaviour.
In general, we found that grouping of the dot lattices was affected by changes in the relative interdot distances (i.e., ratios of the interdot distances to the shortest interdot distance) both for centrally and eccentrically displayed dot lattices. This dependency was well described by the Pure Distance Law for the central dot lattices, replicating earlier results, regardless of aperture size. When the dot lattices were displayed at eccentric locations, however, the model did not adequately predict the probabilities of choosing each organisation, even when the strength of the defined relationship between the probabilities for perceiving each organisation and the corresponding relative interdot distance was allowed to vary across dot lattice positions. The difference between the predictions and the actual data was particularly large in the 15°condition. A significant chi-square value indicates that some orientations were chosen significantly more often than others. To investigate whether this poor model fit was due to lack of scaling, grouping was tested in a number of additional conditions. In these conditions, the shortest absolute interdot distance was either half or twice the value used in the original experiment. Aperture size and dot size were also adjusted and the relative interdot distances remained the same. Dot lattices were now shown either centrally or at 15°eccentricity. We found that scaling does affect grouping behaviour, at both dot lattice positions, but we still observed a difference between the central and peripheral response data for the scaling values we applied. Eccentric data could not be modelled appropriately by the Pure Distance Law.
The fact that the poor model fit was not remedied by scaling indicated that there was another cause for the difference between the grouping results for the central and peripheral dot lattices. Our account for this difference is based on the presence of two contrasting observations regarding the proportions with which the different lattice organisations were selected by the viewers. On the one hand, the divergence of a-and b-responses was stronger in the periphery. On the other hand, participants also selected c-and d-responses more often in the periphery. This suggested the existence of two response populations in the peripheral conditions: one dependent on distance ratios and one resistant to it. We hypothesized that participants responded randomly on some of the trials, leading to the latter response population. Therefore, we constructed and tested a modified version of the original Pure Distance Law model, incorporating the possibility that on a number of trials participants could not report an organisation of the displayed lattice and selected a response randomly. On the remaining trials, their response pattern was assumed to correspond with the predictions made by the Pure Distance Law.
The modified model accommodated the data rather well, both in the central and eccentric conditions. According to this model, grouping responses can be accounted for by assuming that when the dot lattices were in central view, participants never responded randomly, but always reported their percept which was governed by the Pure Distance Law. When the dot lattices were displayed eccentrically, the percentage of random response trials was estimated to increase as the lattices were moved further into eccentric vision. However, when responses were not random but were based on what was perceived, the relationship between grouping behaviour and the relative interdot distances in the dot lattice (expressed by the model parameter a) became stronger with eccentricity. Scaling of the dot lattices showed that this eccentric strengthening depended on the scale that was applied. It remained present when doubling the scale at 15°eccentricity (i.e., radius 12°), while halving the scale (i.e., radius 3°) at this eccentricity made the dependency of grouping on the distance ratios comparable to that found for central vision. Likewise, the model outcome suggested the effect of scaling depended on the eccentricity of the dot lattices. Scaling was estimated to have no effect on random response probability for central lattices. For the eccentric dot lattices, however, random response probability was estimated to be highest for lattices with a 6°radius and reliably lower for lattices with a 3°radius and lattices with a 12°radius. Finally, scaling central lattices reduced the impact of the Pure Distance Law (i.e., a) when lattices were reduced in size, while scaling eccentric lattices reduced a, both when lattices were larger (12°radius) or smaller (3°radius) than the initial 6°radius used in Experiment 1.
Since our model indicates that both the proportion of random responses and the strength of the relationship between the distance ratios and the probabilities for perceiving each organisation were influenced interactively by dot lattice eccentricity and size, we need to explain why this pattern of interaction occurred.
With regard to the random responses, we propose that dot lattice eccentricity and size may have affected the attentional dynamics in our task resulting in conditions where attention was not successfully allocated to a peripheral dot lattice, leaving participants unable to report the organisation of the lattice and forcing them to respond randomly. Indeed, there is evidence that attention is required to explicitly report grouping (Moore & Egeth, 1997) . Whether or not a peripheral dot lattice is properly attended in our present task, will depend on the accuracy and speed with which covert attention can be disengaged from the central fixation point and re-allocated to the peripheral lattice. Two types of attention shifts could occur in the present paradigm: fast, involuntary shifts in response to the sudden appearance of a peripheral dot lattice at an anticipated location, and slow voluntary shifts produced by the task requirement to overtly maintain central fixation while covertly processing the peripheral dot lattice (Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989) . Fast, exogenously triggered attention shifts were most prominent for dot lattices at 3°, as indicated by the greater prevalence of involuntary reflexive saccades leading to trial abortion in that condition (Fischer & Breitmeyer, 1987; Mackeben & Nakayama, 1993) . Of all peripheral conditions, that condition was also estimated to have the lowest proportion of random responses, supporting our hypothesis of a link between failures to shift attention and random responses. Slow, endogenously controlled attention shifts have been argued to share many spatio-temporal properties with voluntary saccades (e.g., Kowler, Anderson, Dosher, & Blaser, 1995; Schall, 2004; Schneider, 1995; Theeuwes, Godijn, & Pratt, 2004) . It has been demonstrated that saccadic latencies increase and that saccadic accuracy decreases when the eccentricity and size of saccade targets increases (Bell, Everling, & Munoz, 2000; . Under the assumption that similar properties are shared by voluntary attention shifts, we can expect more failures to properly attend to larger and more eccentric lattices. Again, this higher likelihood of attentional lapses correlates with higher estimates of random response frequencies.
3
Having accounted for eccentricity and scale effects on the frequency of random responses, the question arises what caused a to be higher in eccentric conditions, than in the central conditions, for the larger scales (i.e., original and double)? In the literature, we only found one other study which explicitly addressed Gestalt grouping in the periphery (Silla, 2003) . In this study, it was found that observers' efficiency in a letter identification task was more strongly determined by 'good continuation' of the components shaping the letters in the periphery (i.e., Gabor elements) than in central vision. As such, they also observed that Gestalt grouping seems to play a greater role in the periphery. Yet, the question remains why proximity-dependent grouping in our study was stronger in peripheral vision. One possibility is that the higher a values are due to the less pronounced and sometimes even absent orientation bias when the dot lattices are presented eccentrically. However, it is unclear how orientation bias and grouping by proximity interact to determine the perceived organisation (see also Claessens & Wagemans, in preparation) . Specifically, the weaker orientation bias could be the result, rather than the cause of stronger grouping by proximity in the periphery.
A more promising explanation of the stronger proximity-dependent grouping for peripheral lattices takes into account that eccentricity interacted with scale in determining the magnitude of a. Specifically, for the smallest lattices there was no reliable difference in a for central and eccentric lattices, and for the most eccentric lattices an increase in scale did not always produce an increase of a. One way to account for these interactions is to assume that proximity-dependent grouping requires a particular spatial resolution and that the combination of dot lattice scale, retinal location of the lattice, and absence/presence of attention to that location can produce a match or a mismatch between required and applied resolution. This account was previously proposed by Yeshurun and Carrasco (1998) to explain why texture segregation performance peaked at different retinal eccentricities depending on the exact combination of texture scale and presence/absence of focused attention.
Future research should serve to further clarify and test our findings. The models discussed in this article provide a means to predict and test the combined effects of scale and eccentricity. This may then again lead to an extended and improved quantitative function capturing perceptual grouping responses at different scales and eccentricities. Another line of investigation should focus on the role of attention. By using spatial pre-cueing of dot lattice position, we should be able to systematically influence the value of the a and R parameters in our model. Furthermore, if attention is indeed an important factor in this explicit grouping task, it becomes a worthwhile challenge to design an implicit grouping task from which a measure can be derived of the strength of the relationship between grouping and the relative interdot distances. Such an estimate could then be directly compared with the a estimates of the current study. Finally, it would be useful to have an external criterion to identify single trials as random response trials in order to validate our maximum likelihood estimates of the percentage of random response trials.
In summary, the current study was conducted to directly compare grouping of dot lattices in central and eccentric vision. Specifically, we set out to evaluate the predictive validity of the Pure Distance Law for grouping of dot lattices at different positions in the visual field. The Pure Distance Law needed to be adapted to accommodate the data in the eccentric conditions, even when scaling was applied. Scale does matter, however: scale and eccentricity variations interactively influence grouping of multistable dot lattices. When the dot lattices are placed further away from fixation, the results suggest that grouping becomes more strongly determined by the inherent structure of the dot lattices, provided that the scale is large enough. Furthermore, eccentric grouping by proximity requires that attention is properly directed towards the dot lattice. When the dot lattices are placed eccentrically, attentional lapses occur and the frequency of random, proximity-independent grouping responses increases.
